CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE’S STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
Regional Sub Group on the Transition of Children and Young People with
Disabilities to Adulthood
October 9th 2013
Present:

Kieran McShane
Pauline McDonald
Rosemary Murray
Sybil Skelton
Donna Crothers
Angela Rooney
Rosaleen Dempsey
Liz Osbourne
Liam Burns
Hilary Maguire
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Belfast HSCT
Barnardo’s Sixth Sense
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DEL
DEL
RNIB
NI Cancer Fund for Children
Mencap
NI Children’s Hospice

In attendance: Andrew Hawthorne

Children’s Services Planning, HSCB

Apologies:

HSCB
Children’s Services Planning, HSCB
Cedar
Cookstown District Council
PHA
Northern HSCT
Barnardo’s Sixth Sense

Iolo Eilian (Chair)
Maurice Leeson
Rosie McNaughton
Adrian McCreesh
Geraldine Teague
Kate Lamb
Teresa Stewart

What was Discussed

What was Decided

Joint PCP Workshop

Purpose of workshop was to identify
what the key priority for this group
was integrated plans and
‘passports’.

Who will take
the Lead in
Moving this
Forward

Other actions also important as
outlined in the action plan
Children and young people have
followed a similar process and there
is consistent overlap between
determined priorities.
Task groups

Information

Although integrated plans and
passports are priority, group
members are encouraged to take
forward the other actions in the
action plan.

Group members

Regarding the priority on integrated
plans, Alan Sheeran has circulated
some information and offered to
coordinate initial meetings of this
group. Group members are to
respond to Alan with their interest.

Alan
Sheeran/Group
members

Range of information on disability
along with a wealth of other
information available in the latest
monitoring reports. Members
encouraged to use this information in
the day to day work. Information
available at
http://www.cypsp.org/information.htm

What was Discussed

What was Decided

Regional Scorecard

Scorecard circulated to the group.
The group was informed that the
scorecard would be used to track
progress against each of the actions
using a traffic light system and
commenting on progress. These will
be noted by the CYPSP quarterly. A
number of areas were updated for
Andrew
progress. These will be noted and
Hawthorne/Kieran
completed for the next meeting. The McShane
scorecard will be a standing agenda
item to allow for regular updates

Membership/Attendees Group agreed that where
appropriate, particular people will be
invited to attend/present at future
meetings to ensure appropriate
linkages. This includes a
representative from the Department
of Education and Department of
Employment and Learning Disability
and Employment Services.
Queens University
Belfast

Positive feedback on the
presentations delivered by Iolo Eilian
and Rosemary Murray and the Sixth
Sense Young People who were
participating in a study and
presented findings in the form of a
DVD.
There is a series of seminars with a
Disability theme at Queens’
University Belfast. The next will take
place on November 15th and
includes SBNI.

Who will take
the Lead in
Moving this
Forward

What was Discussed

What was Decided

Current Consultations

There are a number of consultations
that group members are encouraged
to comment on including:

Who will take
the Lead in
Moving this
Forward

Regional Learning Disabilities Day
Opportunities Model
Interpreting Services
European Social Fund 2014-2020
Any other Business

Information shared on Mencap’s
Hype newsletter and NI Hospice
research briefing on making a
difference for young adult patients.

Next Meeting

A date for the next meeting in 2
Kieran
months would be circulated along
McShane/Iolo
with a series of meetings for the next Eilian
year.

